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Venue
The Dance Studio is a space on the 1st floor (only passenger lift) with limited
technical possibilities, which can be used mainly as a rehearsal room. It is specially
designed for residencies that mainly need space, but are technically rather limited.
The studio is 11.5m x 8.6m, completely covered with black marley, and can be
darkened. Next to the dance studio there’s a sort of backstage room with a
kitchenette and seating area. These rooms are connected by a lockable sliding
door, so that the Dance Studio itself can also be used independently.
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Electricity
The dance studio has one 32A connection, which is used to control the light
dimmers.
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Audio
Dommelhof has a wide range of audio equipment. Various microphones, active or
passive loudspeakers, analogue or digital mixing desks,… are available on request. In
consultation with our technical coordinator and technical crew we will try to cater to
your needs, taking into account the technical needs of other residencies and our
own productions. Dommelhof consists of three fully equipped spaces and dozens of
smaller multi-purpose rooms, so we cannot offer you a full and detailed inventory of
our equipment.

We highly recommend communicating your technical needs relating audio well in
advance with our technical coordinator.
By default, the Dance Studio is provided with the following sound material:
- Soundcraft M8 spirit mixing table (+ single CD player and mini-jack)
- 2 x Turbosound Milan m10 (full range, stereo-connected)

Lighting
Number of dimmers: 6 DIM-circuits 2 kW (no expansion possibilities)

The fixed lighting plot consists of:
Front

5x PC spot 1 kW

Dommelhof has a wide range of lighting equipment. Various fixtures, stage lights,
dimmers,… are available on request. In consultation with our technical coordinator
and technical crew we will try to cater to your needs, taking into account the
technical needs of other residencies and our own productions. Dommelhof consists
of three fully equipped spaces and dozens of smaller multi-purpose rooms, so we
cannot offer you a full and detailed inventory of our equipment.

We highly recommend communicating your technical needs relating lighting well in
advance with our technical coordinator.
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Safety

Open fires and pyro are not allowed in the Black Box. The use of hazers or smoke
machines has to be communicated in advance with our technical crew. All set
pieces have to be fire retardant and have the required certificates.

Location
The dance studio does not have separate facilities for unloading. Users of this space
should register via the main entrance at the reception.
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